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Phonathon Goals Set For 1989
by: Bergen Padgett

One of Meredith's biggest
fundraisers, The Phonathon, will be
taking place October 1- 26. Stu-
dents that sign up from each class
will participate by calling Meredith
alumnae and parents of current stu-
dents.

Since Meredith students are
only responsible for 77 per cent of
their tuition, the other 23 per cent is
partially funded by The Phonathon.
Other money raised by The
Phonathon goes toward parlor re-

furnishments, ground keepings and
other things for the college. "Last
year they made $125,000 and I hope
that we can go over that this year,"
said Paula Puckett, Vice-President
of Annual Giving.

Each night a different class
will call with sixteen team mem-
bers. The callers will receive dinner
and watch a video which explains
the procedure of the calls. Then
from 7 to 9 p.m. they will make the
calls. Prizes will be given out
throughout the night and one for the

top caller of the night.
As well as competing against

individuals, the classes also com-
pete against each other. This year
the grand prize is two airline tickets
to anywhere in the continental United
States. The money totals for each
individual will be taken from their
best four nights and the highest will
win the tickets. There is also a
weekend at a beach or mountain
condominium as a prize.

"If anyone is interested, you
can contact your class president and
sign up with them," said Puckett.

Kappa Nu Sigma Holds Induction
by: Kim Peeples

Kappa Nu Sigma held its induc-
tions of Thursday, September 21.
The new members are as follows:
Nancy Carpenter, Charlotte Carroll,
Ginger Hill, Elizabeth Huffstetler,
Victoria Parker, Anne Tidwell,
Catherine Muggins, Christy
Townsend and Lisa Woodruff.
These young women are inducted
three times during the year— at a
fall tea, a banquet in the spring, and
before graduation. Candidates are
selected on the basis of their grade -

point average accompanied by a total
of atleast 59 course hours.

During the induction the women
were asked to sign a pledge that
asked for their name and major and
much like the Honor Code, it asked
them to respect the institution of
learning at Meredith.

Kappa Nu Sigma stands for
beauty, intelligence and sound-
mindedness. And the members are
very'respectful of this long-lived
tradition.

Club officers are elected and a

fee of $7 is paid during initiation.
Although only senior and junior
students are eligible, all women
faculty are also eligible if they have
previously been a Kappa Nu Sigma
member, or have been in either Phi
Beta Kappa or Sigma Xi.

There are also other rewards in
Kappa Nu Sigma, besides the recog-
nition by their peers. The Helen
Price Scholarship is offered to any
rising sophomore with the highest
grade point average at the end of her
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